APPENDIX	251
Second Part.   The Divergencies from Equilibrium States
 1.	The theory of fluctuations.   The fluctuations in density of a gas.
The Bolzmann principle and its application for solving problems
concerning fluctuations.   Molecularly scattered light and the critical
opalescence in pure liquids and solutions.
 2.	The Brownian movement.  The diffusion equilibrium.   Einstein's
formula for the coefficient of diffusion.   The fluctuation of current in
conductors.   The degree of sensitivity of the instruments.
Third Part.   The Application of Statistics to Irreversible Processes
 1.	Irreversible processes in gases.   Elementary theories of heat
conduction, viscosity and diffusion.   Gases under low pressure.
Temperature jump  and  slip.   Radio-active  effect.   The  * basic'
equation of the kinetic theory of gases.   The Maxwell distribution as
applied as a proof of the static case.   The N-theorem and its meaning.*
The application of gas kinetic methods to electrons jn metals.   The
elementary justification of the Widemann-Franz law.   The Lorenz
theory of metals.
 2.	Reversibility and irreversibility from the view-point of the kinetic
theory.   The question of the impossibility of the creation of perpetual
motion of a secondary type.   The statistical explanation of the second
law of thermodynamics.
Fourth Part,   Quantum Statistics
 1.	The basic rules of statistical theory in quantised systems.   The
average energy of an oscillator, and of a rotator.   The theory of
specific heat of polyatomic gases.   Ortht>- and para-hydrogen.   The
distribution of excited atoms.   The theory of molecular dissociation.
 2.	The quantum theory of specific heat for solids.   The natural fre-
quencies of a solid viewed as continuous body and as a crystalline
lattice.   The Debye-Born theory of specific heat.   The experimental
confirmations of the Debye-Born model of thermal motion in solid
bodies.   Infra-red radiation from low-energy systems.
 3.	The application of quantum statistics to radiation.   Planck's
formula.
 4.	Pauli's principle.   The Bose and Fermi statistics.   The applica-
tion of Bose's statistics to radiation.   Fermi's theory of the degenera-
tion of a gas.   The difficulties which were cleared by the introduction
of the Bose-Fermi statistics in the theory of metals.   Paulf s theory
of paramagnetism in alkali metalsi   Quantum statistics and the Nernst
theorem.

